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Comment
Religion hqs been promi-
nent in the news in recent
months, but ctmong the more
significant stories are the de-
velopments concerning both
Hans Küng and the proposed
non-sexist revision of the
English Bible. This issue of
Mission Journal inquires
into both these developments.
In øddition, Victor Hunter
and Phillip Johnson
continue their assessment of
what it mesns tr¡ be Chrislian
in an urban context, snd
Stuurt Love c'ontinues his
exposition of the beetitudes.
Under reviews, Wayne Wiese
shares his assessment o.f the
current film, "TribLtte,"
and Leonard Allen provides
a t hought -p rov o k i n g ana lysis
of Arthur Piepkorn's
Profiles in Belief : The
Religious Bodies of the
United States and Canada.
And finally, Bruce Edwards
rentinds us that Christian
discipleship cloes not consist
in talking about discipleship
at a distunce, but rather in
being disciples in the here
and now.
Explorution of various'
ways o,l' understanding and
irrtplementing the restoru-
tioni,cl icleel lles þqqn poet-
poned.f'or one month) 
nd¡ro,
..TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING , . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES
AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE
FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF GOD'S
WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''
-EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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By BARCLAY M. NEWMAN' JR.
T he National Council of Churches recently votedI to embark upon a "non-sexist" revision of those
passages of the Bible commonly used in churches
during public worship.
One of their basic aims is to minimize references to
God as a masculine being and to present him in more
neutral terms. This would mean that whenever
possible all references to God as "He" would be
removed, and "Creator" would be substituted for
"God the Father." On the other side, it should be
noted that the Revised Standard Bible Committee of
the National Council of Churches has not agreed to
undertake a "non-sexist" translation of the complete
Bible.
At a popular level, too, the issue of a "non-sexist"
Bible has aroused a great amount of interest as
witnessed by the fact that it was a recent (and
heated!) topic of discussion on the Phil Donahue
show. And Christian feminists all over the country
are fervently campaigning in its behalf. But to my
knowledge, neither the pros nor the cons have
touched upon the real issue which may be defined as
historectomy, the excision of a document from its
historical context.
It cannot be denied that two of the basic premises
for a "non-sexist" translation are justified: (l) God
Barclay M. Newman, Jr., is Translations Research Associate for the United
Bible Societies and resides in Springfield, Missouri.
is indeed neither masculine, feminine, nor neuter; the
God whom we worship transcends all categories of
human classification. (2) It is also true that Bible
translators have too long allowed themselves to be
influenced by the form of the biblical languages and
have not given sufficient consideration to what is
natural in English. In particular, proponents for the
new translation note instances where English
translations have traditionally retained "man" of the
biblical text, even when it is used in the generic sense
of t'persont' or "people.tt
A number of modern English translations have
given some attention to the resolution of this second
problem, though not many have done so in a
thorough going fashion. For example, the New
International Version renders "all the people they
put to the sword" at Joshua I l:14, where the Revised
Standørd Version, following the literal form of the
Hebrew, has "every man they smote with the edge of
the sword." But at Matthew 5:13, 15 the N/I/ slips
back into "by men" and "before men," where the
reference is to people in general. On the other hand,
the Good News Bible has "every person" in the
Joshua passage and "people" in each of the verses in
Matthew. This problem is one to which solutions are
always possible, if translators heed both the
contextual setting of the passage and the expectations
of the English language.
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However, these two problems are quite dissimilar,
and any attempt at dealing with the problem of the
masculinity of God in the Bible must take into
consideration: (1) the peculiarity of language (in this
case the English language) and (2) the particularity of
hislory (in this case the historical setting of the
biblical writings). Language leaks, and certain of its
forms may be altered to meet the demands of a
changing society. History, however, is hardheaded
and watertight; it stubbornly refuses to change its
shape.
Prior to commenting any further on these two
considerations, it is important to make a few
observations regarding the way in which inter-
pretation and application relate to translation.
Translation and Interpretation
The sole responsibility of the translator is to
communicate accurately and clearly the meaning of
the original text. But before the Bible translator
" 'Rejoíce greatly, O daughter of Zion!
Shout aloud, O døughter of ferusalem!'for
in this sexitst Bible, the Devil ,'.ç also
masculine!"
reaches this final stage of writing the meaning in
English (or in any other language), two preliminary
decisions must be made. The first is that of
establishing the text to be tanslated, since, as is now
generally known, we do not possess any of the
original manuscripts of the Bible. The question to be
answered at this initial stage is, " What are the actual
words to be translated?" The second preliminary
decision concerns the interpretation of the text. Here
the question becomes, "What is the meaning of the
words contained in the texl ? "
With regard to the first question, are there any
recent manuscript discoveries which lend support to a
non-sexist understanding of any parts of the Bible?
The answer is an unequivocal "No!" 'Ihere are no
manuscript discoveries, either in recent or ancient
times, which woulcl in any essential way alter what
Bible translations have traditionally said about
women.
But what happens when the extant manuscripts are
"carefully analyzecl"? Do current biblical studies
provide interpretative insights that would enable
translators to make significant alterations in the
translation of passages that speak of women? Once
again the answer is a categorical "No!" z\ transiator
may or may not agree with what is found in the text,
but the text must be accurately and faithfully
rendered. 'Ihe text controis the translator, not the
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translator the text. To make value judgments
regarding the relevance or appropriateness of the text
is not the transiator's function.
Translation and Application.
ln discussions concerning a non-sexist Bible, the
boundary separating translation and application
tends to become obscured. But the differences are
significant 
- 
it is not for the translator to become
teacher, preacher, or commentator in the rendering
of the text. The translator is not responsible for the
application of the text, but only for its accurate
representation. If the text originates from and reflects
the viewpoints of a patriarchal society, then it must
be translated in that way. When Peter and Paul write
instructions concerning the proper demeanor for
Christian women at home and in the church, the
translator must let them have their say. Their
message, which addressed the life situation of the
church in the Graeco-Roman society of the first
century, cannot be modified in translation to
conform to the life style of twentieth-century
America.
With a reliable translation in hand, and under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit, the preacher, the
teacher, and the commentator may (and must) make
practical and contemporary applications of the
biblical message. But this is not the role of the
translator, whose duty is completed once an accurate
and clear translation has been accomplished.
Translation and Transculturation
It is true enough that male metaphors for diety in
the Bible reflect a patriarchal society. But it is equally
true that this same society also favors the redemptive
symbolism of a lamb as opposed to that of a pig, and
of bread as opposed to that of rice.
These remarks are not intended to be facetious;
rather their purpose is to underscore a basic
difference between translation and transculturation.
A translation must reflect the particularity of the
original historical cultural setting. And one may no
more remove from the Bible the metaphor of God as
Father than one may transfer the imagery of Jesus as
"lamb of God" to that of "pig of God" for the Dani
peoples of Irian Jaya, for whom the pig is a basic
feature in their society. Many peoples of Southeast
Asia have what anthropologists term a rice culture,
but to shift from "bread" to "rice" in Bible
translation would destroy the historical integrity of
the biblical message,
The metaphor of God as Father is as essential to
the core of the Bible as was the "Goddess of
Heaven" or "Mother Earth" in some other ancient
civilizations, Remove this metaphor and the Bible is
immediately uprooted from its cultural heritage.
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What results is no longer a translation, but a
transculturation, such as one finds in The
Co t tonpa t c h Trans lat io n.
From a purely linguistic viewpoint, the problem is
less complicated, but still somewhat trickey. For
example, the proposed shift from the image of God
as "Father" to that of "Creator" encounters at least
two problems: (l) Like it or not, the noun
"Creator, " at least for most native speakers of
American English, possessess masculine connotations.
English does not have grammatical gender, but by
Iong history of association some worcls are
automatically identified as either masculine,
feminine, or neuter. In this category fall such words
as "Lord" and "King," without which the Bible could
not be translated, to say nothing of the word "God, "
which itself is masculine. At this linguistic level the
English language is "either/or"; there is no neutral
ground, and one cannot legislate language usage. (2)
The emotive values of "Father" and "Creator" are
significantly different. To pray "our Father in
heaven" is to speak with a personal and loving being
who cares for us; to pray "our Creator in heaven" is
to address an impersonal and distant Prime Mover.
Epilogue
Hopefully, future generations of Bible translators
will take more seriously the canons of English
gramlnar, fully recognizing that the linguistic forms
of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek are not those of
English. On the other hand, historical documents
remain documents of their times; basic viewpoints of
a unique cultural setting may not be altered without
violating the integrity of the source documents and
simultaneously transgressing the limits of legitimate
translation. Particularity, the uniqueness of a word
or deed in a given time and place, is the essence of
historical records, and their translation must bear
this imprint. To do otherwise is to belie the source
document, an act no less dishonest than the
alteration of a will after the death of its testator or a
change in contract without mutual consent of both
parties. It may be possible to write a non-sexist Bible,
but not to translate onel
"Rejoice greatly, O daughter oÍ Zion! Shout
aloud, O daugher of Jerusalem!" for in this sexist
Bible, the Devil is also masculine! /ilffi\.
The Kijng
Affair
"H&ns Küng is an ardent lover of hís church, so srdent he wants it stt"ipped
of all he feels keeps it from beíng what .lesws Christ wants it to be. A love so
srdent he suffers yemov&l from his important teøching post in one of the
w arld's rnej or theolo gicøl føeulties, "
By W. T,. THOMPSON
LTIIans Küng: Saint or Sinner?
Hans Küng: Who is he? So what?
Hans Küng is a major figure in Catholic ecumenism.
W. L, Thornpson is Executive Director of the Buropeau Evangelistic Society
which sponsors the Institute for the Study of Christian Origitrs in TÌibingen
(cf. Mission Journal, June, 1980).
He is a man who symbolizes the development of a new
day in Protestant-Catholic relations.
Hans Küng is an ardent lover of his church, the
Roman Catholic, so ardent he wants it stripped of all
he feels keeps it from being what Jesus Christ wants
it t<l be. A love so ardent he suffers the "humilia-
MTS,SION.lOUIlNtlt,
tìon" of removal rtor" riii i*pã.tá"lfàttiiy icacning
post in one of the world's major theological faculties
- 
the R.ornan Catholic Faculty of the University of
Tübingen, Germany.
Who ls Hans Küng?
He is Swiss, born in the city of Lucerne in 1928 and
reared a Roman Catholic. Deciding for the
priesthood, he undertook arduous preparation,
including the German College in Rome. His study
included the licenciate in philosophy from the
Gregorian University in Rome (195 l), as well as the
licenciate in theology in 1955 from the Institute
Catholique and the Sorbonne in Paris. The Doctor of
Theology was granted at the Sorbonne in 1957.
Ordained at the age of 2"7 , he served as a member
of the practical ministry at the Cathedral in Lucerne
from 1957 to 1959. ln 1959-60 he was Scientific
Assistant for Dogmatics at the Catholic Faculty of
the University of Münster/Westfalen. At the age of
thirty-two he received appointment as Professor of
F'undamental Theology in the Roman Catholic
Faculty of the University of Tübingen. Four years
later, the state of Baden-Württemberg awarded him
an lnstitute for Ecumenical Research.
For twenty years books have poured from his mind
and heart. Millions have read his thought and
hundreds of thousands have heard him lecture. To
their impoverishment, however, many non-Roman
Catholics have been denied the stimulus of his
probing questions, his strong expressions of faith. He
was selected theological specialist for Vatican II. His
book, The Council, Reform ond Reunion (1961)
opened to English readers an understanding of Pope
John XXIII's reasons for calling that conclave 
-
namely, to renelv the Roman Catholic Church and to
open Rome to the "separated brethren, "
In 1964, Küng's doctoral dissertation, Justifica'
tion, came from the press. In it he proposed that Karl
Barth's understanding of justification by faith
accorded with that of scripture and the "fathers" of
the Council of Trent.
The Churcll came in for heavy consideration in
1964 and 1967 when Struclures of the Church (1964)
and The Church (1967) were released. (The latter
contains more than 2,000 scripture references!) For
"There €$n be
l*omsn üøthoÊic,
Jesus Christ!"
neither Protestønt nqr
bwt we ere Christíans tn
Prof. Kiing no one can know what the church ought
to be foday until one knows what it wss in the
beginning!
By the mid-1960's Küng's writings brought him
into direct confrontation with tìre teaching authorily
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of his church. Consequently in 1968, Truthfulness:
On the Future of the Church and in 1971, Infallible?
An Inquíry were volumes plunging headlong into the
gap he saw between the practice of his church and
the gospelof Christ.
In anguish over the rapicl decline in the number of
priests, in 1972 he published Why Priests? and called
for church leadership more after the model of Jesus
Christ and his teaching.
In 1975, the Magisterium (at Rome) issued a stern
warning! On February 20 of that year the Sacred
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith issued a
public document declaring "that some opinions of
Prof. Hans Küng were opposed in different degrees
to the doctrine of the church which must be held by
all the faithful."
Under investigation for five years, his books The
Church and Infallible? An Inquiry triggered the
warning. In the first, he had alleged that any
Christian, not just a priest, could consecrate the
Lord's Supper, and in the second he insisted that
infallibility can be claimed by no human or group of
humans. Küng responded to the warning: "I will
not tolerate being prevented from pursuing my
theological service to my fellow man" (New York
Times, Feb.2l,1975).
Undeterred from his sense of teaching responsibil-
ity, in 1976 Prof. K'úng published his monumental
work, On Being a Christian, as an effort to
rediscover the "ancient gospel" for today.
Like Martin Luther of an earlier century, Prof.
Küng continued to lecture and write; in 1978, he
issued a call to the entire Christian world, inviting
thought on what is authentically Christian, when he
"posted" 20 Theses, (The 20 Theses had first been
released in English translation in London, Oct. 19,
1974 in The Tablet, then in 1978 in Signposts for the
Iluture.)
The growing tension between theologian Küng
and the authorities came to a thunderbolt clap ort
December 18,1979, when the CDF announced:
". . . this Sacred Congregation by reason of its
duty is constrained to declare that Professor
Hans Küng, in his writings, has departed from
the integral truth of Catholic faith, and there-
fore he can no longer be considered a Catholic
theologian nor function as such in a teaching
role. "
The climqx of 20 years o.f teaching 
- 
removal of
his øuthorizalion to teach!
All the media have followed Frof. Küng as if he
were a political leader or a movie star! Hundrcds of
inches of new type have been devoted to the Küng
affair.
From Dec. 18, 1979, until late winter, the
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University authorities faced this issue. The State of
Baden-Württemberg stood between Prof. Dr. Hans
Küng and Bishop Georg Moser of the Diocese of
Rottenberg-Stuttgart.
The issue: What is the status of a professor who
has tenure in a state university, when the ecclesiasti-
cal official who originally endorsed him for a
theological professorship removes his endorsement?
A settlement was eventually reached:
1. Prof. Dr. Hans Küng resigned from the
Roman Catholic Faculty of Theology of the
University.
2. The Minister of Culture appointed Prof. Dr.
Hans Küng a full Professor of Theology in the
University of Tübingen (not on the Roman Catholic
Faculty), and continued all his privileges as Director
of the Institute for Ecumenical Research which was
placed under the university faculty senate.
3. The Minister of Culture agreed to appoint a
new professor of theology in the Roman Catholic
Faculty.
University President, Adolf Theiss, announced
April 10, 1980, that Prof. Küng would "remain a
professor of theology and director of the university's
Institute for Ecumenical Research. The Institute was
separated from the theological faculty and now falls
under the jurisdiction of the university senate" (New
York Tintes, April I I, i,980).
Early 1980 saw the release of Prof. K'ing's The
Church, Maintqined in Truth and his second
monumental work, Does God Exist?, an honest
"Prof, Küng rema¡ns a Roman Cøtholic
because he loves his heritage. Nevertheless
he would enlarge Romøn Cøtholíc bY
dropping 'Roman' or at least cctlling Rome
to be catholic."
intellectual reply to the atheism of Marx, Nietzsche,
Freud, and Feuerbach.
Few in modern times have stirred the Christian
world as has Prof. Dr. Hans Küng, prolific writer,
persuasive speaker, and generous Christian.
Hans Kìing? So what?
Not since the sixteenth century Reformation have
conditions conspired crcating the climate for a new
reformation a reformation of both Roman
Catholic and Protestant Christianity.
R.oman Catholic unrest has reached epidemic
proportions; Prof. Küng speaks cogently to this
crisis. (To trace the outlines of his growing prophetic
image deserves another essay.) The reform now in
progress among Roman Catholics is ìn no small
measure due to scholars like him,
The magnitude of these tensions is reflected by
Andrew M. Greeley's critique of Fope John Paul II's
i979 visit to the USA, a tour attracting millions, both
in person and via TV. In an article in the Chicago
Sun-Times, Oct. 12, 1979, headlined "Pope's visit
marred by his insensitivity to problems," Greeley
blamed American Roman Catholic leadership for
failing to alert the Pope regarding the depth and
breadth of concern over contraception, women's role
in the Roman Catholic church, and priestly celibacy.
Prof. Küng has championed the privacy of the
marriage bed, the vital role women could play in the
priesthood, and the Christian nature of voluntary
celibacy for priests.
Readers of Mission Journal, whose history of
devotion to Jesus Christ and the scripture is amply
footnoted, will receive with strong approval the
urgent call by Prof. Küng to consider a new locus of
authority for Christianity, grounded in this same
Jesus Christ and scripture.
As early as 1967 Küng could write about the
church:
There is, however, one guiding light it is never
without, just as God's people in the desert
always had a guide: God's word is always there
to lead the Church. Through Jesus, the Christ,
it has been definitively revealed to us. The word
of Jesus Christ, as testified by the apostles,
is the Church's guide. It is the Word to which
the Church appeals and according to which it
must examine its activities in the confusion
of this world.'
Or, "The short answer to the question is that the
Church is headed to the right direction when,
whatever the age in which it lives, the Gospel of Jesus
Christ is its criterion, the Gospel which Christ
proclaimed and to which the Church of the apostles
witnessed."'
In 1980, calling his church to deal with the
emergency it faces, he wrote:
'oA state of emergency exists in a church
when preaching and action are continually and
unambiguously contrary to the gospel: The
essential norm for judging the situation is not
some viewpoint of ecclesiastical politics, but the
gospel itself."3
Standing firm oir the adequacy of the gospel, even
after being denied teaching rights by his church, he
appeals to o'the original message of God and His
Christ";
A constructive Catholic theology, which does
not start out from within the system, from cer-
tarn defined propositions only to return to them,
but which can make the original message of
God and His Christ freshly effective for us
today, is possible. (See the author's On Being
IOUII,NAI..MI,S,SlON
e Chrislian and Does Cod Exis/?).0
Küng has spoken of a new locus of authority. A
Iocus which could become the rallying center for the
next Reformation. A center for Orthodox, Roman
Catholic and Protestant.
That ncw locus is the person of Jesus Christ!
For Christians the authority is no less than Jesus
Christ. Küng writes, "What I do is to venture to
commit myself quite personally to a message, a truth,
a hope, ultimately to someone: I believe in Cod and
in Him Whom God has sent."5
For Küng, "The absolutely reliable reality, to
which man can cling for time and eternity, is not the
biblical text, nor the work of the Church Fathers.
neither is it an ecclesiastical magisterium, but it is
God Himself as He has spoken and acted for
believers through Chirst. "6
So Prof. Küng may not really be a Roman
Catholic, as the late Fulton Sheen declared in
Christianity Today (1977, p. 978). His superior
authorities were right, from the perspective of lesser
infallibilities, to remove his teaching credentials.
Nonetheless some of us cannot but see in his
present pilgrimage a fulfillment of the late Karl
Barth's vision expressed in his letter to the author(i.e., Hans Küne) written in 1957:
Those who begin to see this (that Roman
Catholics and Protestants are divided within the
same faith) may and must talk to one another,
but with a new approach; they should proceed
from points on which they are united to discuss
what separates them; and discuss what sepa-
rates them with an eye to what unites them.
And how else can this happen, as you say so
well in your Introduction, but by our holding
up to each other the mirror of the gospel of
Jesus Christ? 
- 
not forgetting that on both
sides the "converts" will be those who turn
to examine their own countenance ever more
carefully in that mirror.'
Prophetic was the insight of Earl Stuckenbruck,
founder of the Institute for the Study of Christian
Origins in Tübingen, who was present on Feb. 12,
1964 when the University of Tübingen dedicated the
Institute for Ecumenical Studies with the major
address by Küng. (The university already had an
ecumenical Institute on the Protestant sicle and now
one on the Roman Catholic side was being
dedicated.)
Having these two Institutes in mind, Stuckenbruck
wrote: "Their tasks will not be the same, but then
they will and must overlap to some extent. lì'or we
must come together ultimately from out of our own
priorities to the full claim of Jesus Christ our
Lord."' I.e.: There can be neither Protestant nor
B
R.ornan Catholic, Lrut we are Christians in Jesus
Christ!
The necessity for a new locus of authority is
urgent, Kfing is convinced, because of his reading of
the signs of the times in the light of the biblical
studies explosion, in full awareness of the decline of
sectarianism and the evident crucial need of the
world for salvation. Jesus Christ would be the
undisputed center of a new consensus, unhindered by
in fallibility demands.
It (a new consensus) would be an ecumenical
consensus, for in this way other Christians too
could believe in the indestructibility, the in-
defectibility, of the Church of Jesus Christ in
truth. The most serious impediment between
the Christian churches (papal infallibility)
would thus be removed. But more importantly,
the Christian message, this Jesus himself and the
God for whom He stands, would have become
more credible again.o
Jesus Christ, rather than the church, tradition, or
the Bible, would become the new authority. For,
urges Kiing:
The Christian (even the Protestant) believes,
not in the Bible, but in Him whom it attests.
The Christian (even the Orthodox) believes, not
in tradition, but in FIim whom it conveys. The
Christian (even the Roman Catholic) believes
not in the Church, but in Him whom it pro-
claims.'o
By now you are asking: Why doesn't Prof. Küng
leave the Roman Catholic Church and join the
"Protestants" or the "Orthodox"?
Which sect of Protestants would he join?
Shall he find an attractive segment of the Disciples,
" 'New Testøment Christians' should høíl
Käng as ø provocative teacher. A movement
dedicøted to the uuciülíty of New
Testament arigins, which itself has not
escaped the røvüges of ün infallibílìty
debate, can re&d Küng, then diølogue with
him ín øpprûpr¡ete wøys,"
or join one of the tension groups among Indepenclent
Christian Church folks?
V/hich of the segments of the Churches of Christ
will attract liim?
Prof. Küng has already answered that question.
He remains a Roman Catholic. He does so because
he was reared one and loves his heritage. Never-
theless he would enlarge Roman Catholic by
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dropping "Roman" or at least calling Rome to be
catholic. For, he wrote,
"Roman Catholic" is a late and misleading
neologism. . . .But Roman legalism, centralism,
church discipline, dominant especially from
the llth century onward, best prepared long
before then, are supported neither by the
ancient Catholic tradition nor 
- 
still less 
-by the gospel itself; .They respresent the
"Catholicism" about which the present con-
troversy is being carried on in the name of the
catholicity of the Catholic Church, ' '
I echo that contrite confession of Jimmy Hulsey,
summarizing Prof. Küng's Riverside lectures of late
1978 when he wrote: "We had learned that the
church is not divine. What our ministries reveal
painfully in the night, we had heard spoken in the
Iight of day; namely, the church has been a major
obstacle to faith. " ''
Küng loves his church, the Roman Catholic, with
all its weakness and error.
His theological ministry is to call his church, and
all "churches, " to the light of Jesus Christ for new
direction for the next century.
Professor Carey (The Christian Century, Aug. l3-
20, 1980, p. 792) explains to American audiences a
special nuance created by Küng's new relationship
to his university. There are now, at Tübingen, with
its 2,500 plus theological students, lhree ways of
doing theology instead to two, The Protestant with
thirty professors for about 1,700 students, the
Roman Catholic with twelve professors for about 600
students, and "a third option for theological
studies" with one professor and hundreds of
students, both Roman Catholic and Protestant.
Carey suggests both traditional faculties fear this
third option because it "might set a precedent in
German universities for the establishment of an
alternative approach to theological studies which
transcends confessional boundaries."''
More than a year has passed since the Congrega-
tion for the Doctrine of the Faith issued its decree
against Hans Küng. Where have the voices among
New Testament advocates been in support of his
conviction that Jesus Christ is Lord and that freedom
in Him is the priceless heritage of all Christians?
It is not too late. A movement dedicated to the
cruciality of New Testament origins, which itself has
not escaped the ravages of an infallibility debate,
can read Küng, then dialogue with him in ap-
propriate ways.
"New Testament Christians" should hail him as a
provocative teacher. His invitation is sincere:
I ask my readers to make common cause with me
when they share my convictions;
to keep an open mind
when they share my doubts.
I ask them to correct me
iflmakeamistake,
to return to my way of thinking
if they do.
(Augustine De Trinitate I, iii, 5)
'The Church (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1967), p. xi.
'lbid. , yt, x.
'The Church Mainluined in ?'rzlå (New York: Thc Seabury Press, 1980), pp
63-64.
'Ibkl., p.72.
'Ibid., ¡::. 45,
"lbìd.,p1t.44-45.
'Justification (Nerv York: Thomas Nclson and Sons, 1964), pp. xxi-xxii.
'The European Evangelisl, April, 1964.
'The Church Muinlained in Tvlh,1t.67.
'"lbid.,p.44.
Remain a Catholic," The New Yoft 'f¡ûßs, Jan. 28, 1980.
''Mission Jou rnal, I:eb., 1979, p. I 3.
"The Christian Centur¡,, Aug. 13-20, 1980, p.792. llffi,
BlesseC Are thne Pulre in þ{eert
"Fwrity is the giJ't of God" We do nat make ourselves hofii ønd then enter God's
presence; we enter his presenee ãnd then are mãde ÍtoÍy""
Editor's Note: This is the second in an ongoing series
of articles on the beatitudes by Stuart L. Love. The
first article appeared in the September, I9B0 issue of
Mission Journal.
Stuârt L, Love is Dean ol' Stttdent Personnel Services at Pe¡rperdine
Univcrsity, Malibu, Calif'ornia.
By STUART L. LOVE
T'ob, in the midst of his bitter complaint, begged
eË that he rnight find God. "Oh, that I knew where I
might find him, that I might come even to his seat!" .
. .Behold, I go forwarcl, but he is not theret and
backward, l¡ut I cannot perceive hirn; on the left
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hand I seek him, but I cannot behold him; I turn to naked." Out of such a context one might expect
Jesus to say, "Blessed are the ceremoniously pure,
for only they are worthy to come into God's
presence. "
But imagine instead, and in utter contrast, Jesus
teaching his listeners, "Blessed are the pure in heart,
for they shall see God." In that radical assertion
Jesus openly rejects a ritualistic conception of
purity. Purity for Jesus is a personal and moral
"Pwrity is the gíft of God. þlt'e do not make our-
selves holy and then enter God's presence; we
enter his presence and then are made holy."
matter, a view consonant with the Psalmist and the
prophets, "Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity,
and cleanse me from my sin!" (Ps.51:2; cf. Is. l:
l5ff; Jer. 33:B). But there is more.
Why does Jesus emphasize purity of heart? His
audience is not only schooled in the appearances of
purity but is led by leaders evil in heart. Christ, at one
point describes his opponents as a brood of vipers
and then asks, ". . how can you who are evil say
anything good? For out of the overflow of the heart
the mouth speaks" (Mt. l2:34).
Now we confront the disease (an evil heart), and
not just symptoms (the meticulous performance of
ceremonious acts).
Perhaps the best commentary on the sixth beati-
tude is Matthew l5:l-20 where the question is posed
as to what makes a person clean. For the Pharisees
and scribes, it is following the ancestral tradition of
washing one's hands properly before eating. For
Jesus it is in honoring one's parents by caring for
their needs instead of circumventing the obligation
through a votive gift to the temple. Jesus challenges
and calls hypocritical the Pharisaic tradition. It con-
flicts with and overrules the commandment of God.
It is the heart that makes a person clean, not a wash
basin.
A portion of the 24th Psalm, verses three through
six, provides a parallel to the disputed issues of Jesus'
encounter in Matthew 15. The Psalmist asks, "Who
shall stand in his holy place? He who has clean hands
and a pure heart, who does not life up his soul to
what is false, and does not swear deceitfully" (24:3-
4). Such persons receive blessing ancl salvation from
God and are described as the generation "who seek
the face of the God of Jacob" (24:6).
Both passages are concerned with clean hands ancl
the condition of one's heart. For the Psalmist,
contrary to the Fharisaic emphasis, the expression
"elean hands" does not refer to washed hands, but
to hands committed to the practice of truthfulness. It
is a metaphorical designati<tn of the charactet requir-
the right hand, but I cannot see him" (Job 23:3, 8-9).
Even though our circumstance is different, like
Job, we yearn to see God. But how do we begin?
Where do we find him? F{ow can we see his face?
.Iesus affirms, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for
they shall see God." But what does Jesus mean? For
some, purity of heart is synonymous with sexual
chastity. For them the current sexual revolution is a
sure sign of the impurity of our time. For others, it is
a life freed from the reality and spirit of materialism.
Still, for others the pure in heart are those who are
singleminded in their devotion to what is right and
good. They stand firm for the cause of human rights.
Finally, for some the pure in heart are the guileless
Nathaniels who without dupiicity and in utter open-
ness and candor tell it like it is.
All of these are true insights 
- 
up to a point. But I
believe they fail to wrestle with the understanding set
forth by .Iesus in the gospel material and its back-
ground.
"lllessed are the pure in heart" , 
""
Why does Jesus emphasize purity of heart? It is
because his audience is schooled in the appearances
of holiness. The Jewish religion of Jesus' day is
obsessed with outward, ceremonial purity. Simply
stated, the ceremonial requirements in worship and
daily routine have superceded the inward ethical
concerns of life.
Picture a world where reptiles, pigs and dogs, the
dead, fallen beasts, sexual intercourse, menstruation,
child birth, couches and beds, lepers, and dead men's
bones are impure.
Invision a religious culture where there are ten
stages of uncleanness; where the land 
- 
the Lord's
land 
- 
is divided into ten degrees of holiness; where
there are six stages of water purification 
- 
still,
resevoir, bath, spring, mineral, and f'lowing water.
Imagine a society where lepers are shut out of
walled cities, where a dead body may be taken out of
a city but not returned again, and where Gentiles and
those defiled by contact with a dead bocly may not
enter the inner eourts of the temple.
Think of a workl where Samaritan women are
unclean from childhood; where Samaritan men are
always impure, like those who co-habit with a
menstruous woman.
Behold a culture where a Jew must eleanse a vessel
before he can use it if it has been purchased from a
Centile,
Picture a rcligion where holding the Holy
Seriptures defiles the hanels for fear that mice might
have eaten them while kept in storage 
- 
"He who
takes up the Torah with bare hands wili be buried
l0
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ed of those who would seek the manifestation of
God's presence in the temple. For Jesus and the
Psalmist, clean hands and a pure heart go together.
'Ihe Pharisaic tradition has ignored the heart and
interpreted clean hands in ceremonial terms. Jeru-
salem's religious leaders have distorted the meaning
of purity!
Further, for Jesus and the Psalmist, hands and
heart 
- 
doing and being 
- 
go together. If Jesus
alters anything of the Old Testament intent it is the
order of emphasis, For Christ, the heart's condition
nuWe cannot fathom the mind of Chríst as
long as we stsre at our own navels. Neither
can we perce¡ve Jesus' conscìousness through
a prooflexting method of bíblícal study.
The mínd of Chríst and the messøge of the
gospel are inseparablY línked."
determines whether one's hands are dirty or clean,
evil or good. The condition of one's being determines
tlre character of one's doing.
Life is defiled from within. The Wisdom writer
states, "Keep your heart with all vigilance; for from
it flow the springs of life" (Prov. 4:23). The heart
represents the whole personality 
- 
mind, will, and
emotion. The pure in heart are freed from matters
that, proceeding from within, defile a person and cut
him/her off from fellowship with God. L' H.
Marshall describes the pure in heart when he states,
"All the thoughts and motives and intentions behind
their conduct are clean, above board, and secure of
approval when scrutinized in the most searching
light" (The Challenge of New Testament Ethics, p.
86). Jesus emphasizes purity of heart as the necessary
condition for seeing God because his audience is not
only schooled in the ceremonial appearances of
purity, but the religious leaders have supplanted
through their traditions both the biblical meaning of
clean hands and the prior necessity of a pure heart.
Therefore, returning to the context of the beati-
tude, Jesus in Matthew 5 moves beyond murder to
hatred, worship to brotherly reconciliation, adultery
to lust, certificates of divorce to divorce, a system of
swearing and oaths to the simple truth, limited retal-
iation to nonresistance, loving one's neighbor to
loving one's enemy. The chapter encls with the appeal
to be perfect "as your heavenly Father is perfect"
(5:48). "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall
see God. "
Finally, such purity is the gift of God. It is the
fruit of a relationship of grace whereby, when we are
crushed by the truth of the inwardness of evil, we
find forgiveness and renewal in the F{oly Ûne's
presence! We do not make ourselves holy and then
enter God's presence; we enter his presence and then
are made holy.
It is like David in the 51st Psalm. Broken by his
personal separation from God, he cries out to the
only one able to provide cleansing ancl forgivcness.
No man can! The system can't! David can't! Only
God canl Listen to the verbs, for they tell it all:ttHave mercy," ttblot ottt," "wash," "cleanse,"ttpurge,t' ttfill,tt tthide,tt ttcreate," ttput," ttcast,tt
"restore," "uphold"! 'lhat is God at work removing
evil and establishing righteousness 
- 
making a
broken heart clean and pure.
o' 
. . .for they shall see God""
What does it signify for the pure in heart to see
God since no man has ever seen him?
First, Jesus' statement is a future promise. Now
we see in a mirror dimly (I Cor. l3:12), but one day
we will see his face (Rev. 22:4; I Jn. 3:2).
But that is only a portion of the promise for,
secondly, the pure in heart see God now. The up-
right behold God's face (Ps. ll:7; 17:15; 24:3-6).
Moses, when he left Egypt, persevered because "he
saw him who is invisible" (Heb. 11:27, NIV). Job
and Isaiah saw him (Job 42:5; Is. 6:5) 
- 
a vision,
which for both was bound up in a radical self-change
(Job 42:6; Is. 6:5).
Part of our problem is that we want the divine
vision to be a matter of physical optics. That is all
right, for the invisible God has revealed himself
through his son in the flesh. Paul tells us, "He is the
image of the invisible God, ." (Col. l:22). John
states in the prelude to the Fourth Gospel, "No one
has ever seen God; the only son, who is in the bosom
of the Father, he has made him known" (Jn. l:lB).
Jesus tells Philip, "Anyone who has seen me has seen
the Father" (Jn. l4:9).
The matter, complex as it is, baffling and trans-
cending our lives in so many ways, lnay be stated
thus: within the mind of Christ is the face of God! In
"The gospet's rnessøge leøds r'ne to beholcl
the neaessíty o.f rnercy ønd justíee &s X per-
ceíve tke plight af the poor, b[ind, wídows,
.føtherless, &nd Çãptives tf rn3t tírne" ,Ånd,
once ãgetne my eyes üre opened to the føce
of God in tke mtnd of Christ""
Jesus the heart of Gocl is not only revealed, but his
presence is brought near. But we can't fatholn the
mind of Chrisf as long as we stare at our own navels.
Neither can we perceive Jesus' consciousness through
a proof-texting methocl of biblical study. The mind
of Christ and the message of the gospel âre
ll
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inseparably linked.
'lhe mind of Christ opens up the knowledge of
God through an intent introspection. God's vision
begins with me as I enter into the interior of my life
- 
searching, probing, asking, "How is my heart
with God?" The answer is not found in the tradition
of the elders, the testimony of the saints, an inherited
religion, or the dialogue of enlightened minds.
Rather, purity of heart is discovered in a personal
confrontation with the Thrice-Holy. Perhaps, the
only way to express the knowledge of this new reality
is to say with Job, "I had heard of thee by the
hearing of the ear, but now my eye sees thee ."
@2:5). And, like Job or Isaiah, with the inwardness
of evil now exposed, personal defiance laid bare, I
melt into nothingness realizing the finitude of the
creature's worth in the face of the Creator's infinity.
The time of my salvation grows out of the
acceptance of my sin. Only when my ego is s¡nashed
am I able to repent and authentically exclaim, "Thy
will be done." Therein is found not only the joy of
my freedom but the beginning of my dedication.
Now, taking my place in the Lord's temple, the
divine communion alters my values, motives,
perceptions and practice of leadership and authority.
The gospel's message leads me to behold the necessity
of mercy and justice as I perceive the plight of the
poor, blind, widows, fatherless, and captives of my
time. And, once again, my eyes are opened to the
face of God in the rnind of Christ.
"Religion that God our Father accepts as pure
and faultless is this: to look after orphans and
widows in their distress and to keep oneself from
being polluted by the world" (James 1:27).
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
God." /'lm
Fsith As A
Correspondence Course
"I have søt through many ø Bible study in which we all wrung our hands ønd
eried owt for deliverance from our misereble dßcipleship record" And the
solution offered to the perenni(tl question, 'What m.ust we do?' høs consistently
Íreen, nWe need to study more"' But what we need is not more knowledge, but
the eourøge to ect on whßt we elreßdy knaw."
By BR{JCE EÐW.åRÐS, JR.
rya he story of the rich young ruler has always held aå certain fascination for me, mainly, I suppose,
because tr see in him an approach to discipleship
lJruce Edrvards, .1r., is a doctoral studcn{ in English ar the University of
'lexas and will begin teaching in tlre fäll at Bowling Green University, Ky.
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embarrassingly familiar. You can almost hear the
calculations clieking off in his head as he says to
Jesus, "Good teacher, what good thing must I do to
inherit eternal life?" There is nothing in the text to
indicate that we are looking at a particularly vain
man or one insincere in his query. No doubt he was
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being perfectly honest when he said he had observed
all the commandments since his youth.
Jesus, of course, quickly gets to the heart of the
matter and turns aside his idle compliment. The
young man's view of what it would mean to be one of
Jesus' disciples was woefully shallow; to him, it was a
matter of neatly laid out formulas and prescribed
regulations 
- 
a matter of surveying the territory,
staking out the boundaries and coolly, logicaliy living
within them. There should be nothing unplanned or
surprising. "Discipleship" was a carefully balanced,
hermetically sealed box attended to briefly at the
start of one's journey and then set on automatic.
Whether we would admit it or not, most of us like
rules; in fact, we like systems and hierarchies of
rules. We are uncomfortable when there aren't
clearly defined structures to the games we play and
Iive. I don't think I'm misreading the Old Testament
when I say that many of Abraham's descendants felt
the same way. One theme reverberates throughout
the history of this chosen people: a people content
with a covenant of rules, but not the God behind it.
They were quite relieved to have Moses representing
them before God, not wanting to face Him
themselves. They were glad to have His statutes, the
feeling of "chosenness" which was a matter of
prestige to be flaunted before the other nations. They
were proud to belong to the one, true God 
- 
theyjust didn't like living with him. They wanted him to
keep his distance.
Another way of saying it is, many of the Jews
described in the Old Testament lived with God as an
intruder. They relished the feasts and rituals which
invoked his name but as Amos and others remind us,
those same religious acts eventually sickened the God
who ordained them. All along what he wanted was not
bloody lambs and cereal offerings. He wanted them.
The children of Israel behaved like a husband who,
upon finding out that his wife liked daisies, decided
to go into the florist business, oblivious to the kind of
daily, personal relationship his wife craved. In simple
terms, God wants to be our Father and our Friend.
No one can come away from the Book of Hosea
unmoved as the prophet recounts Israel's repeated
rebuffing of God's attempts to love them. Which
brings us back to the rich you_ng ruler and us.
That young man epitomizes for me the rather
dense, plodding way we eonceive discipleship in our
own times. We get to thinking that what it means to
be a Christian is wrapped up in some well-packaged
system which is to be mastered like a mathematical
theorem, designed unwittingly perhaps to put
distance between ourselves and God, We would
rather know abouthimthanknow him.
I think I know how this happens, or at least how it
has happened to rne. Christianity is incredibly
appealing to me as a system. To observe how God
has worked out his purposes in history is aestheti-
cally pleasing and prompts me to read about it, talk
about it, theologize and philosophize about it-to
attempt to plot out each step, to fit each piece into
the puzzle. But there's the rub. As long as I am
thinking about what it means to be a Christian
exclusively in these terms, an abstract system of
doctrines, a plan, pattern or institution, I am missing
the point.
All this time God has been trying to get through to
us, ultimately in a Personal appearance, that what he
wants most is for us to belong to him, to respond to
him as one person to another. He wants us to /lve
with him, not as an outsider who makes conjugal
visits once a month, but as a faithful bride, wholly
consecrated to him.
I have coined a phrase for the misguided, risk-less
kind of discipleship I have been trying to describe. I
call it trying to live life as if it were a correspondence
course. As such, it is a discipleship lived by proxy,
predominantly a life of the mind in which one thinks
a great deal about other Christians and "being a
Christian" but does precious little actual living as a
Christian. "Being a Christian" becomes, as
Kierkegaard would tell us, just another passionless
category of existence placed alongside "being a
spouse," "being a businessperson," "being a college
student," etc. It means trying to live a life unto God
without having anything to do with him.
Somewhere C.S. Lewis says that there have been
men who got so interested in proving the existence of
God that they came to care little for God himself. I
can identify with that. I have conducted and sat
through many a Bible study in which we all wrung
our hands and cried out for deliverance from our
miserable discipleship record. And the solution
offered to the perennial question, "What must we
do?" has consistently been, "Vy'e need to study more,
we need more facts," We need, in other words, to
master the system. But this isn't what God has in
mind. What we need is not more knowledge, but the
courage to act on what we already know-the will to
confront our Lord face-to-face, person-to-person
and risk claiming the promises helcl out for us in
scripture.
The rich young ruler was confident and
comfortable with Jesus as long as he could bandy
about rules and regulations, "committee meetings
and Bible studies," one might say, But when Jesus
turned the talk to his personal response, to what he
would now do, he went away sorrowful. .Iesus' call,
"Come, follow me," is perhaps heard differently by
each of us; but one day, in Judea beyond Jordan, one
young man heard it for what it was, a call to a cross.
/Sffi\
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The eh ristian eong regation
and the "Outsid er"'.
The ldentity of the
Christian CommunitY
ln an Urban $ociety
"In ø socíety whích lørgely debøses sufferíng as a
flaw in the system 
- 
a technical problem to be
eliminated by precise procedure or to be relegated
to distsnt, íll attended wards 
- 
the identity of a
Chrístian people will be found in íts reception of
the mystery of sufferíng as yet another moment in
which the love of God is to be sought and pro-
claimed."
ByPHILLPJOHNSON
¡. n a world which is rapidly becoming "dehuman-lized," being human becomes a challenge, a re-
sponsibility, even a Christian virtue. Being Christian
and being human come to be adjoined tasks.
I hardly know how to argue the fact that our
urban, secular environment is fostering a way of life
which is less than human. It seems to me a painfully
obvious fact which one experiences in a multitude of
subtle or not so subtle ways: the dissolution of
fidelity in the family, the living under the constant
threat of violence, the rootlessness of millions, the
usurping of the place of ethics by economics, the
almost absolute absence in the lives of many of the
experience of human community and long-term
friendship.
It is true that there is much in our urban environ-
ment which is rewarding and good, not the least
being the vast collections of our cultural heritage' And
there is a splendor of technological accomplishment
which one cannot deny. But who can fail to recognize
that this accomplishment has entailed a very costly
trade-off? One might picture our modern society as
the pitiful hulk in Steinbeck's Of Mice ond Men 
- 
a
creature of great strength, but which cannot help
crushing what it loves. With all our strength and
ingenuity, we seem unable to cultivate with care and
gentleness those typically human capacities without
which life becomes unbearable.
Vy'e may be genuinely thankful that our accom-
plishments have eradicated much human suffering.
Yet, aside from the obvious and unsettling point thal
"progress" on oqe side of the globe has meant
impoverishment on the other, the ambiguity of our
much celebrated progress 
- 
in the very places where
14
progress is most advanced 
- 
ought to be acknow-
Iedged. It is a haunting question as to whether we
have with our great achievements aclually reduced,
as it were, the "amount" of suffering or simply
transferred suffering to a more subtle level of
experience. Have we diminished suffering, or simply
changed its shape? And have \ve not perhaps opened
up new and frightful climensions of suffering with
our "advanced" way of life?
The astonishingly high incidence of psychosis
in these (western) countries is enough to show
that the system which they seem to have
adopted involves a tragic oversight of certain
deep human exigencies, and this is perhaps
the more convincing because these are countries
which are prosperous and where all the basic
needs seem, generally speaking, to be satisfied'
But the ravages caused in them by boredom,
sexual immorality and drunkenness are, as it
were, irrefutable symptoms of a deep-seated
lesion, of what I would ineleed prefer to call a
sin against life itself.'
For the Christian, true humanity means humanity
in ChrisÍ. The Christian believes that when a person
becomes a Christian, he becomes more, not less,
human. For a life lived in submission to Christ, lived
in the presence of Christ, is a life on its way to being
restored to its essential created dignity in the new
hr.rmanity. Eut one might also say that being a
Christian presupposes the possession of at least some
clisl.inctively human qualities. Christianity is for
human beings. And, if the churches in our cities are
becoming empty, it is partially because the dis-
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tinctively human aspirations of life to which the
Christian vision makes its appeal have been lost in
our common life,
A Cradle for the Human
This article may be considered as first thoughts
toward a sketch of the Christian congregation as a
"cradle for the nurture of the human." This may
seem like a less than glorious vocation to those who
have tended to see the congregation as a center for
the divine 
- 
divine worship, divine organization,
divine mission. But we must find the humility to
return to some very basic questions about our
identity as Christian communities.
There is a reason for focusing on the level of the
relatively small, local community of Christians,
rather than speaking about the "Church" in general.
On many fronts, one hears the cry from the prophets
of the day for a response to the depersonalization of
our society by small groups or communities of men
and women who are bound together for good work.
Among theologians, there is a new interest in the
church, not first as the universal, mystical body, but
as a concrete local presence. To take one example
from a leading German theologian and teacher: "The
crisis of the national and established churches in
'Christian' countries of long standing the
churches' loss of function, the apathy of their
members and their slowness to move, is a chance to
build up the fellowship church and to realize the
principle of the congregation, the community. " 2
I believe the relevance of congregational life, as
recognized by Moltmann and many others, lies in the
fact that here we have a level of involvement which is
concretely life together, and yet it is still small
enough to maintain that sense of powerlessness and
humility which is necessary to face our spiritual
dilemma. For there is no greater error than the
illusion that we can save ourselves and renew our
"It is just here, when one begins to clarify
the picture of ø communíty of friendshíp ín
Christ, thøt we are forced to aeknowledge
the tragedlt af rnuch congreg&tíonøl life" For
the eongregation høs often looked like ø
homogeneows group of øct-alikes, ßs í.t''the
{ave of Gad ernbr&ces {rnly ü r¿$rvúw slrsnd
CIf huwtanitit""
spiritual life by largeness and power and collective
control. Ultimately, the place to rebuild human life is
where person faces person and where we may look on
the world lrom a station of genuine humility ancl
love. And, as Cabriel Marcel has so beautifully put
it, we have known for some twenty centuries that
such an incarnation of love can only take place at fhe
humblest of levels, in small "Bethlehems of fervor. "3
In a previous article on the identity of the congre-
gation, I discussed the common life of believers as a
place of nourishment for the particularly human
activity of reflection and the pursuit of wiseìom. Here
I am pointing to other marks of the congregation as a
"cradle of the human." I am considering the life of
the congregation in the light of two simple yet
distinctively human activities hospitality and
friendship. The identity of the Christian community
is partially discovered in its being a place of welcome,
where even the "outsider" finds a home and where
the sufferer is embraced.
The Company of Friends
Sometime during the second world war, a phrase
was coined that has come to serve as a sort of caption
for the history of our century: "the I)isplaced
Person." The lisl. of peoples who have in our life-
time been displaced seems to go on and on 
-East Germans, Czechs, Pakistani, Cambodians,
Vietnamese, Angolans, Kurds. The refugee has come
to stand as a symbol of the times. In our large cities
there live millions who have lost all contact with their
ancestral communities, many who have little contact
with even the previous generation or the "home*
town, "
And for many more of us that term "refugee" has
taken on great metaphorical weight. It is not only
that mobility is a ehief requirement for many a
profession, so that families are moved from place to
place at the whim of the corporation. That is
traumatic enough, making the cultivation of
friendship and real involvement with others almost
impossible. But there seems also to be an inner dis-
placement in which many a person no longer feels "at
home" with himself and his own personal history *
cut off from familiar ideas, farniliar religions, the
assumed and familiar interpretation of life. We are a
society of unbelievers not only in the Christian sense
of failing to grasp Christ, but also in a more general
scepticism abor.rt the goodness of life, about life's
"dependability" and meaning. Millions have no
spiritual home. Loneliness has come to be aeeeptecl
as one of the inevitable moods of modern life.
And now you live dispersed on ribbon roacls
And no man knows or cares who is his neighbor
Unless his neighbor makes too much disturbance,
But all dash to and fro in motor cars, familiar
with the roads and settled nowhere.o
Among nomads hospitality is elevated to the
status of a sacred eluty, and friendship becomes a
saving grace" As a plaee where the typically human is
valued, the Christian congregation can offer itself as
a home and community, a place of friendship. Those
i5
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of us who have had experience in the life of a congre-
gation, even an imperfect and painful experience,
know the sense of belonging and identity which can
grow. Sometimes this has offered us human contact
far beyond what we have experienced anywhere else.
As one who has never lived with or near grand-
parents, I will always be thankful that in the congre-
gation I was able to experience the friendship of old
people, for I have rarely experienced it anywhere
else. It is important for us to recognize the value of
this strong sense of identity in a caring group and its
rarity in our segmented society. There is no question
but that this sense of belonging is our best tool for
survival as well as for the visible proclamation of the
gospel in an urban culture.
A vision of this life of friendship in Christ is founcl
in John l5;13-17 
- 
one of the two New Testament
passages in which Jesus is termed "friend." Here the
Christian community is envisioned as a company in
the friendship of Jesus, laying down their lives for
one another, praying together in the confidence of
that friendship, all in the joy that overflows from the
presence of God.
The Outsider
It is just here, when one begins to clarify the
picture of a community of friendship in Christ, that
we are forced to acknowledge the tragedy of much
congregational life. For the friendship among us has
often been purchased at the price of an ugly closing
off against the world, a petty exclusiveness, a sense
of self-righteousness. The congregation has often
looked like a homogeneous group of act-alikes, as if
the love of God embraces only a narrow strand of
humanity, Who have we excluded? The "sinnel',"
the sufferer, and the unbeliever 
- 
these have become
the "outsiders."
But is it not inevitable that the building of a close-
knit congregation necessarily means exclusivism?
Does not the whole idea of friendship assume that
some are within the circle and some without? In
answering that question, it is instructive to look at
the other occasion in the New Testament in which
Jesus is called "friend." "The Son of man has come
eating ancl drinking; and you say, 'Behold, a glutton
and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and
sinners!' " (Luke 7:34.)It is clear that the accusation
was only partly true. Jesus was no glutton or
drunkard. But the church in all her passion for
respectability has never been able to erase the
memory of Jesus as the friend of the sinners. That
memory is preservecl on almost every page of the
gospels. He ate with the politically corrupt; he
allowed hirnself to be ritually defiled by a prostitute;
he called the outsider to be a disciple. And he
ignored, ridiculed, and despised the exclusivism of
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the purveyors of religion. No lationalizing can soften
the picture. It is the clearest of historical facts about
Jesus of Nazareth.
It is true that his encounter with the sinner always
entailed the call to repentance. But the model is clear:
fellowship opens the way to repentance and
transformation, not vice versa. Only in the presence
of Christ does the possibility of repentance emerge.
In the gospels, the first "step to salvation" 
-before faith and repentance 
- 
is the friendship of
Jesus. Jesus brings to our lives a new "grouping
"Why should not the unbeliever be
welcomed in the fellowship of the Christian
fømily, sharing our meals, listening to andjoining in our discussions, hearing the Bíble
read, wondering øt our conÍessions oÍ faith
and sin üround the Lord's table? What do
we fear?"
principle" in the overflowing love of God for all
humanity and the joy of his invitation to all us
sinners.
V/hy should not the unbeliever be welcomed in the
fellowship of the Christian family, sharing our
meals, listening to and joining in our discussions,
hearing the Bible read, wondering at our confessions
of faith and sin around the Lord's table? What do we
fear? Do we actually believe the unbeliever to be less
insecure in his unbelief than are we in our belief?
And if the unbeliever is "the enemy" is there any
doubt about the way we are required by Jesus to treat
him? "Love your enemies" is not only an ethical
injuction for personal relationships; it is the heart of
evangelism. For contrary to our usual approaches,
very few people are ever argued into faith, while
many are "loved in." That is not because faith is
irrational, but because its "rationality" can come to
light only in the context of faith at work. Where else
shall an unbeliever experience the truth of Christian-
ity if not in the visible community of faith?
Br"rt will the unbeliever clesire to "come to
church"? Some will, if corning to church means
coming into a fellowship of love and meaning and
truth-seeking; if it rneans more than being a spectator
at a religious program; if we can offer our food, our
homes, our friendship all in the celebration of a
genuinely human life. Some will come, ancl some, not
all, but some will be grasped by that Spirit which
alone enables one to say, "Jesus is Lord."
Welco¡ne to the Sufferer
Alongside the unbelievers, another group of
outsiders have been the sufferers. I am thinking of
the sufferer in the broadest possible terms * the
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person whose marriage has fallen apart, the
emotionally ill, the dying, the abused, the one who is
poor and incapable of bettering himself. These are
outsiders, because their sufl'ering has separated them
from the rest of us. Their experience has closed them
off from our experience. Suffering is often a very
isolating dilemma, and the loneliness is a very part of
the texture of the pain. It is the task of the Christian
community to embrace the suffering of others and
shatter the attending loneliness.
It is difficult for those of us who are relatively at
ease in money, health and circumstance to
understand God's partiality for the suffering and the
poor over against the comfortable and "well-to-do. "
Yet, it is there in the writings of every prophet, and
the theme runs through the acts and words of Jesus
from first to last. We can cope with Matthew's
"blessed are the poor in spirit." But we are very
suspicious of Luke's simple "blessed are the poor,"
and his stark "woe to you rich" (Mt, 5:3; Lk. 6:20,
24) . Y et, in a paradoxical way, this partiality is a key
to the universality and depth of God's love for every
creature. The Bible persistently hints at what one
might call the paradox of rejection. Paul turns to the
Gentiles in order to gain the Jews as well; the Old and
New Testament prophets reject the rich and mighty
in order to ultimately save them; Jesus turns to
sinners and tax collectors and lepers in order to
preach the gospel to the Pharisees also. To put it
crudely, when God goes straight to the bottom of this
"human heap" he makes it clear he intends to lift up
the whole lot.5
One could argue about how it has happened 
-whether it has innocently come about or whether it
shows the real hardness of our hearts and our failure
to hear the gospel. But the fact is we have built class
"Is it possible for us church goers, withìn
the present structure of congregøtional lífe,
to find any ¡dentif¡cation with the mentally
íll, the prísoners, the very old and alone, the
paor, tke rwn down ünd the broken? Can we
rnøke eny signífieønt contect wíth those ìn
whom, Jesws says, he especíally dwells?"
clrurches for the 'ohaves," the happy, and the
fortunate. Our very patterns of socializing and
fellowship often assume wealth and exclude even the
possibility of contact with people different from
ourselves. Is it possible for us church goers, within
the present structure of congregational life, to fincl
any identification with the mentally ill, the prisoners,
the very old and alone, the poor, the run down and
the broken? Can we make any significant Çontact
with those in whom, Jesus says, he especially dwells?
'This is not really a question of the "betters"
stooping to lift the unfortunate ones. In a profound
sense, it is the privileged who have much to gain
from those whose lives are hard. Fellowship with the
sufferer can only deepen our experience and save us
flom the narrow view, the pettiness, the boredom
which attends the privileged life. Antony Bloom,
leader of the Orthodox Church in England, was
n'Fellowship with the sufferer cün only
deepen our experience ãnd save us from the
narrow view, the pettiness, the boredorn
which sttends the privileged life."
recently interviewed on British television. The
interviewer asked a probing question. He was young
and healthy, with a happy family life, a good job
which he regarded as fulfilling, good friends, enough
money to live comfortably. What, he asked Antony
Bloom, did he lack that Christianity could offer?
After a long and thoughtful pause, the response was
very brief: "I think what you lack is the dimension of
suffering." I accept that as a profound analysis of
much Christianity as I have experienced it.
It is not only that we are enjoined by the very voice
of Jesus to do our best by "the least of these." The
mystery of suffering lies at the very heart of Christian
experience and faith. That experience of suff'ering
which had always been regarded as the tool of life's
enemy, which had been seen as a sign of curse and
cause of bitterness, came in the cross of Jesus to be
looked upon as the supreme moment in the revelation
of the love of God! The Christian community cannot
"explain" suffering, nor can it eradicate suffering.
What it can do is to receive the sufferer in the spirit
of the cro.rs 
- 
it can hope and work for the
transformation of the moment of suffering into the
moment of the intensification of love, human
solidarity, and trust in God. In other words, it can
receive the sufferer redemptively. In light of the
challenge of the cross, it is absolutely inevitable that
the identity of Christian people will be defined by
their relation to the suffering ones.
There are two ways to be found in the fellowship
of Christ's suffering. One way is to have become one
of life's victims, broken, helpless, and alone. No one
chooses that plight or is called to choose that plight;
however, for such victims, Christ is near in his
suffering. In his sovereign and free love, he has
chosen them as his fellows, whether they know it or
not. The other way is a way of decision; it is to be
founcl standing along sicle another who is suffering,
caring in the simple, concrete ways.
In a society which largely debases suffering as a
flaw in the system * a technieal problem to be
elirninateci by precise proceclure or to be relegated io
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distant, ill attended wards 
- 
the identity of â occasion for useless guilt. 'Ihe gospel in always
Christian people will be found in its reception of the breaking down what we have built and building up
mystery of suffering as yet another moment in which again in unsuspected places. In light of the churches
thã lovè of God is to be sought and proclaimed. dwindling in the cities, what else can one do but to
ln our cliscussion of the iclentity of the Christian think ancl imagine boldly and work day by day in the
community, I have ventured suggestions which I small place where God has put him, always hoping
know, if taken seriously, call into question much and looking for the transforming spirit of Christ?
existing congregational life. I write in the conviction
that our urban churches must open up their pattern
of life, must live less boxed in by our religion, must 
_. 
'Gabriel Marcel, The Decline of l4/isdon, trans. Manva Harari (London:
abandon whatever is merely self-ierving. our identity t1:iil!:i",i-J;:"?;,1 'f;, church in trte p,wer o.[ the sr)¡tit, r,uns.
is to be found through our faith-filled action in the vuteui"tKoht (London:scMPress, 197?),p.xvi.
world, not in an isolated and insulated biblicism 'TheDe.ctinet¡Íwisttont,p ts.
which leaves rhe concrete realities around us 
",^i;?-t}i;.;:i.r"iå'"ï,i:îifliåïhij,ilJ"tii;:iJ:l;irui'"'untouched. Admitting our failures ought not to be the JMölrmaÍn, op. cit., p.3s2. ,ffgoN
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By WAYNE \ryIESE
"scottie's got his arms out to the whole world!"
"I'm not the whole world 
- 
I'm his son."
rfr hat interchange sums up very well the scope ofL Tribute. Scottie Templeton (Jack Lemmon) is a
Broadway theatrical agent who has made punch lines
and corny gags a way of life. For him, Iaughs are a
lovable and selfish way of coming to terms with the
world. Lovable, because there's nothing cruel about
the man; selfish, because he uses clowning as a way
of avoiding all responsibility. He was once a writer of
some talent but gave it up because he didn't have the
self-discipline. He's been writing the same song for
twenty years. And he walked out on his wife and son
years ago, causing a rift with his son that has now
become a greaf gulf. Told that he is dying, Scottie
wants desperately to try to heal the breach before it's
too late.
Jud Templeton (R.obby Benson) is the exact
antithesis of his father 
- 
introspective, humorless,
prudish. And within him seethes a tightly-controlled
rage at Scottie. Seen in this context, Tribute becomes
1B
the classic generational confrontation. I wonder how
many of us will identify with the dilemma of relating
to a parent or child that seems so unlike us. "There's
not one part of me in him," Scottie says at one point.
He takes out his frustrations at his son by using his
ever-present wit in put-downs. The irony is that Jud
is exactly like his dad in one respect 
- 
an inability to
"make contacf" with people. Where Scottie hides in
a chicken suit, Judd hides behind a camera lens.
The film is a series of skirmishes between the two,
some with no prisoners taken, played against the
backdrop of time running out" Finally, in an act of
capitulaticn rather than communion, Jud arranges a
surprise birthday party for his father with all
Scottie's fans (there's no better, or sadder, word to
use to describe them) gathered to pay him homage.
And in a brilliant bit of plotting, an intended
compliment suddenly puts Scottie's empty life into
perspeclive for him and leads to a climax that made
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me want to applaud,
I have a couple of criticisms, First, I wanted some
real insight into what had made Scottie the way he
was -- for instance, what was å¡s father like? The
film offers no clues, allowing us to relate to Scottie
only on his terms as a shallow trickster'
Consequently it is difficult to feel all the sympathy
for him as a dying man that we think we should' (The
filmmakers have tried to deal with this by showing us
pictures of Scottie in agony during his hospital stay.)
Second, it seems to me that there is too much
temptation during most of the picture to see Jud as
the heavy. Scottie seems so thoroughly charming
(after all, that's his stock-in-trade) and Jud seems so
waspish that we don't recognize that most of the
blame falls on Scottie's shoulders. Thus we don't get
to explore the relationship as fully as we might.
Jack Lemmon is very good here, though the
character seems so shallow that two hours is quite
enough of him. Robby Benson still lacks about five
per cent being up to roles like this, but his is far and
away the best work he has done. Lee Remick has a
small but powerful role as Maggie, the wife Scottie
left behind. While she has enough emotional stability
to deal with her ex-husband on his own terms, she is
not above letting fly with a well-placed barb now and
again. Kim Cattrall is worth noticing as a call-girl
with the personality Scottie would have liked in his
son. And Colleen Dewhurst is always a pleasure,
since she gives one the irnpression that sl-re just
stopped by while working on a more important
movie on the next set.
P.S. Since I've seen Allered States on a couple of
"lJest Ten" lists of movies, I thought a word about it
might be advisable. That word is, "Why?" Granted
that on one level it's a slickly entertaining modern
version of Jekyll-and-Hyde with lots of Ken Russell's
usual flashy and trashy special effects, I still can't see
what all the excitement is about, Unless . . . it could
be that, in the same vein as 2001, some folks are
going past all the glitter and are seriously trying to
focus on Dr. Edward Jessup's search for a mystical
experience of ultimate truth. If that is the case, I have
to register a strong Christian negative, since whatever
philosophy/theology is involved here varies from
silly at best to satanic at worst. ln That Hideous
Strength, C. S. Lewis postulated just this sort of
convergence of science and magic. Getting in touch
with the truth as it is in Jesus is definitely nothing like
this.
Also a word on 9 to 5: this film could liave
presented a good case for the downtrodden office
worker (female or male, with emphasis on the
former), but there's more pith in Dolly Parton's
theme song than in the picture itseif. Instead of
making a pointed satire, Jane Fonda and company
have opted for a slapstick comedy. This decision
probably has been good for the box office, but it
allows the real force of the film to dissipate in
giggles. Moreover, only Lily Tomlin seems really able
to handle this sort of material. This film is closer to att5tt than a"9."
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO OUR READERS
Møny of our readers have discovered thqt Mission Journal møkes a
wonderful bøsis for discussion-type Bible classes and study groups.
So we are making special, six-months subscriptions available to groups
of six persons or more at 85 per person.
The only stipulation: subscriptions must be submitted in ø group list"
Or, if you want your group to sample the Journal first, send us nsmes
snd øddresses of class members, stipwlating "semple," Qnd we will send G
lriøl issue to each persan"
Either way, you will find /åøl Mission Journal can give focus and depth
to your discussions and mutualexplorations.
Give it s tt"y.
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By Bobbie Lee Holley
Piepkorn, Arthur Carl. Profiles in Belief: The
Religious Bodies of the United States and
Canada. Volume III: Holiness and Pentecostal;
Volume lY: Evangelical, Fundamentalist, and
Other Christian Bodies. New York: Harper &
Row, 1979, $23.95.
"The bewildering, at
this series will surely
observers."
times fantastic,
startle, or at
array of religious bodies catalogued in
least impress, even the most seasoned
By LEONARD ALLIIN
¡f\ ne would be hard-pressed to produce any more(J convenient and pèrsuasive eviden.e for what
Sidney Mead has called the "fact of pluralism and
the persistence of sectarianism" in American
religion than the table of contents of Piepkorn's
Pro./'iles in Belief series. The bewildering, at times
fantastic, array of religious bodies catalogued in this
series will surely startle, or ât least impress, even the
most seasoned observers.
Thougli we all know the main families of historic
Protestantism 
- 
and even a considerable number of
the subsets 
- 
who could have possibly heard of the
General Six-Frinciple Baptists, the Old Order River
Brethren, the Amana Church Society (Community of
True Inspiration), or The Lord's New Church Which
Leonard Alleu is a doctoral stì.rdent in the School of Religion, the Univcrsity
of lorva.
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is Nova Hierosolyma? Or (from the volumes under
review) the Blessed Martin Spiritual Church of
Atlanta, The "Sacred Names" Movement, and The
True Light Church of Christ?
The main value, however, of Piepkorn's work is
not in the exotic groups he catalogs but in the
breadth and scope of the belief map he has
constructed. Two volumes of the projected seven-
volume series have already appeared: the first
covered Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches
(1917); the second covered historic Protestant bodies
(1978). Volume three treats Holiness and Pentecostal
bodies, while volume four (bound with three) covers
first Evangelical and Fundamentalist groups ancl
then a potpourri of "other churches in the Christian
tradition" including Quakers, Christadelphians,
Adventists, Sabbatarians, and Unitarian,/Ljniversalists.
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The prospectus for the series projects three additional
volumes covering metaphysical groups, Judaism, and
a final catch-all including humanistic, oriental, and
unclassifiable groups.
The series is being published posthumously 
-Piepkorn died in 1973 
- 
by John Tietjen of Christ
Seminary-Seminex (Lutheran) who has worked
long and hard to turn a massive, yet still rough
manuscript into finished form. After the second
volume appeared, many reviewers were already
hailing the work as a classic and the standard
reference for historical sketches and belief profiles of
North American religious bodies. The appearance of
volumes three and four does not diminish thatjudgment.
A brief word is needed concerning the relationship
of volume two to volumes three and four. The
churches of volume two are grouped around six
broad families generally growing out of the sixteenth-
century Reformation: Lutheran Churches, Episcopal
Churches, Reformed and Presbyterian Churches,
Churches with Origins in the Radical Reformation,
Methodist Churches, and Other Protestant Churches
Formed Since the Reformation. The latter category,
by the way, includes groups formed in the American
Restoration Movement; and under this heading he
deals fairly and sensitively with the Churches of
Christ (non-instrumental).
Volumes three and four also contain groups that
are usually classified loosely as "Protestant" and
therefore could have been included as a section of
volume two. The editor's separation of these groups
from the Reformation churches (volume two) is
largely chronological, that is, they are grouped as
products of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
sectarian movements, particularly the holiness
revival, the dispensational movement, and twentieth-
century Pentecostalism. "Fundamental" and
"Evangelical" are used in a narrow historical sense,
The historic denominations influenced by these
movements are described in volume two; many of the
new churches and interdenominational fellowships
the movements spawned are the focus of volume
four.
In three succinct and helpful essays Piepkorn's
editor surveys "the Holiness Movement," "The
Pentecostal Movement," and "The Evangelical and
Fundamentalist Movements." Such a broad picture
is a prerequisite for understanding the maze of
specific groups that follow.
The Holiness Movement can be traced from its
roots in the Wesleyan doetrine of perfeetion, through
the Oberlin theology of Charles C. Finney
advocating a qualified perfectionism, down to
Phoebe Palmer with her emphasis on a dramatic
second work of grace. By 1870 holiness teaching was
pervasive in revivalistic Protestantism. Its more
radical form sparked the separatist Holiness move-
ment and spawned denominations such as the
Salvation Army, the Church of God, and the Church
of the Nazarene. A more modified form arose with
the Keswick conferences that began in 1875. From a
Reformed theological perspective, it opposed the
radical Methodist-type holiness teaching of eradica-
tion of the sinful nature; instead, it spoke of
"carnal" Christians becoming "spiritual' Christians
througlt an "absolute surrender" or "yielding."
There are some remal'kable similarities, incident-
ally, between this late nineteenth-century Keswick-
"Fundamentalìsm is still strong today. A
recent Gøllup poll estimated the country's
'evangelicals' at 40 millíon; of these
perhaps four or five millíon would stíll call
themselves Fundømentalists. But the
Fundamentalíst impulse is much broader,
beíng ev¡dent in trends rang¡ng from the
Christian day school movement to antí-
evolution crusades,"
type holiness doctrine and some contemporary "total
commitment" movements in Churches of Christ.
Another interesting footnote here is that many of the
hymns in wide use today (at least among Churches of
Christ), by such writers as Fanny J. Crosby, P.P.
Bliss, Frances Havergal, and others, grew out of this
pervasive Holiness movement. In romantic,
sentimentalized form, holiness teachings found
expression in such songs as "Oh, to be Nothing" and
"None of Self and All of Thee" [for an interesting
discussion, see Sandra Sizer, Gospel Hyntns ond
Social Religion (Temple University, 1978), pp.20-
4el.
Around the turn of the century the Pentecostal
movement emerged out of the Holiness movement.
The impetus came from the Methodistic or more
radical branch. Charles F. Parham, along with his
student W.J. Seymour (leader of the famous Azusa
Street Revival in Los Angeles), taught that the
"second blessing," in which the sinful nature was
eradicated, was followed by a "third blessing" of
Spirit baptism accompanied by tongue-speaking.
Later, similar to the division in the Holiness
movement, there arose a "Keswick" Pentecostal
emphasis that led to formation of churches like the
Assemblies of God (1914) anel Aimee Semple
McPherson's Church of the Four Square Gospel.As opposition from the Floliness churches
mounted and churches like the Church of the
Nazarene 
- 
the largest of the Holiness denomina-
2l
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tions 
- 
dissociated themselves, the Pentecostals
began forming their own organizations. The
splintering continued as internal cioctrinal differences
became institutionalized. The Assemblies of God, for
example, gave turbulent birth to several groups as a
result of the "oneness" or "Jesus only" controversy
of l9l3-16,
Later in the twentieth century, after Pentecosta-
lism had become well-established and generally
tolerated, and as the store-front churches were re-
placed by more permanent edifices, a new spate of
groups was formed in protest against what was seen
as declension from the early movement. In general,
studies have shown that the separatist Holiness
groups, and especially Pentecostalism, appealed
more to the socially and economically disen-
franchised, while "Keswick" holiness teaching
tended to flourish among more middle-class people
inside established denominations.
The Evangelical and Fundamentalist movements
- 
the subject of volume four 
- 
cannot be neatly or
easily distinguished from each other. The two terms
themselves are, for non-specialists at least, vague,
Ioosely used, and often pejorative. Evangelicalism is,
as Sydney Ahlstrom recently observed, "a battle-torn
flag that has waved over many different Protestant
encampments ever since the Reformation." It is
generally used by students of American religion in
reference to the theological consensus that emerged
from the Great Awakening and that was dominant
among the Protestant churches in the nineteenth
century.
After the Civil War, sweeping changes occurred in
the intellectual outlook. The "second scientific
"As the hard føcts of this dízzying pluralìsm
sink in, there is the símple yet profound
quest¡on of 'Why?' This ís an especíally
troubling question for people operãting on
the presuppositians of the Amerícan
Restorøtion N{ovement 
- 
the presup'
positìons, for example, thøt the Bible
consists of straight-forwørd facts (truths)
that ever¡t rationøl person should find seV-
evídent and indispwtable ønd lhat, for this
reason, it is the only correet and workøbte
bøsis for unity."
revolution" touched off by Darwin had immense
impact. Theologians began to see challenges to
traditional orthodoxy. Some saw a need to
accommodate the faith to the new thought forms;
others responcled with unyielding, aggressive
1)
defense. The theological consensus began to break
up; the Evangelical establishment polarized. The
Fundamentalist movement emerged, as George
Marsden has shown in his brilliant new book,
Fundsntentalism and Americsn Culture: The
Shaping af Twentieth-Century Evangelicalism,
1870-1925 (Oxford, 1980), as a "loose, diverse, and
changing federation of co-belligerents united by their
fierce opposition to modernist attempts to bring
Christianity into line with modern thought" (p. 4). It
was this increasingly militant opposition that set
Fundamentalism apart from a number of closely
related movements like revivalism and the Holiness
movement. Marsden sees four distinct emphases that
came to characterize it: dispensational premil-
lennialism, the Holiness movement (esp. its impetus
for social reform), the defense of orthodoxy, and a
strong ambivalence toward culture (which tended,
however, to be "individualistic, culture-denying,
soul-rescuing").
In the demoralized, alarm-ridden period following
World War I, the Fundamentalist coalition emerged
as a distinct movement. The term "fundamentalist"
itself was invented by Curtis Lee Laws in 1920: he
defined it as one ready "to do battle for the
Fundamentals." The movement's precipitous rise to
prominence culminated with the bizarre Scopes trial
of 1925; thereafter it declined rapidly, never able to
shake off the obscurantist label that people such as
H.L. Mencken had so brutally and effectively
attached to it. When it failed to capture the mainline
denominations and oust the modernists, numerous
splinter groups broke away. It is these groups that
Piepkorn attempts to classify.
The negative connotation of Fundamentalism led
in the early 1940's to a Neo-Evangelical movement
holding firmly to the final authority of Scripture and
what it saw as historical orthodoxy, yet rejecting the
militancy, bad manners, and anti-intellectualism of
the Fundamentalists. The new evangelicalism was
represented institutionally by the National Associ-
ation of Evangelicals, intellectually by such thinkers
as E.J. Carnell and Carl F.H. Henry, and journal-
istically by Christianity Today. Billy Graham became
its most influential and popular spokesman.
Fundamentalism is still strong today. A recent
Gallup poll estimated the country's "evangelicals" at
40 million; of these perhaps four or five million
would still call themselves Fundamentalists. But the
Fundamentalist impulse is much broader, being
evident in trends ranging from the Christian day
school movement to anti-evolution crusades. Richard
Quebedeaux attempted to map the contemporary
terrain in three recent books. In The Young
Evøngelicals (Harper & Row, 1974) he elelineated
four "distinctive ideological subgroups": Separatist
tr!!-cJ!:lyl
Fundamentalism (Bob Jones University, Billy James
Hargis, Carl Mclntire), Open Fundamentalism
(Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Theological Seminary,
Hal Lindsey), Establishment Evangelicalism (NAE,
Billy Graham), and the New Evangelicalism (George
Ladd, David Moberg). A fifth subgroup that is more
theologically diverse and ecumenical and thus does
not fit so neatly he treats in The New Charismatics
(Doubleday, 1976). Here he sees neo-Pentecostalism
as "a movement of counter-secularization" differing
from classical Pentecostalism in worship style,
approval of intellectual pursuit, and in cultural
affirmation. A third book, The Worldly Evangelï
cals (Harper & Row, 1978), refines his typology
somewhat by using a more sociologically based
model.
Piepkorn's excellent work can be used most
profitably when one has some grasp of the complex
movements and interaction sketched briefly above.
When a person grapples with this material on the
broader scale, he sees both the magnitude of
Piepkorn's achievement and at the same time the
taxonomic difficulties. The research alone is stagger-
ing. It marks a considerable advance over the
pioneering but now inadequate work of Elmer T.
Clark in The Small Sects in America (rev. ed.,
Abingdon, 1949) and renders obsolete the twenty-
seven jumbled pages of holiness and pentecostal
bodies in F.E. Mayer's The Religious Bodies of
Americs (fourth ed., Concordia, 1961). It is of
course surpassed by more specialized works. For
example, Charles E. Jones' 900-page Guide To the
Study of the Holiness Movement (Scarecrow Press
and American Theological Library Assoc., 1974) has
the advantage of an insider's feel for the subject. But
Piepkorn's value lies in his encyclopedic coverage,
his elaborate descriptions of beliefs, and his access-
ibility to obscure materials.
Scholars might wish, however, that he (and his
editor) had interacted more with newer, more
sophisticated classification methods. For example,
the Yearbook of American Churches has for sorne
time grouped Pentecostalism into three widely
accepted categories: (l) the Holiness-Pentecostals
teaching a third work of grace; (2) the "Keswick"-
Pentecostals stressing a second work; and (3) the
"Oneness" Pentecostals. Piepkorn distinguishes
"oneness" from "trinitarian" bodies, puts the
Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee) in a separate
group, then lists "other Pentecostal bodies,"
Quebedeaux's typology (mentioned earlier), though
subjeet to eriticism, eould have also been helpful.
Due to publication delays, this work has already
been superceded in some aspects. J. Gordon Melton,
who used some of Piepkorn's material in a 1975
dissertation, has recently published a massive two-
volume Encyclopediq a.f American Religions
(McGrath Publishing Co., 1978) that, though not as
detailed as Profiles, includes considerably more
groups and uses a somewhat more sophisticated
classification pattern. He had earlier set out his
theoretical base and a convenient outline of his
classification in A Directory of Religious Bodies in
the United States (Garland Publishing, 197"7).(Melton distinguishes six different Churches of
Christ: Non-Instrumental, Liberal, One-Cup,
Premillennial, Non-Sunday School, and Con-
servative.)
Despite the enormous proportions and great value
of works like these of Piepkorn and Melton, a person
must not think that when he has studied formal
beliefs he has circumscribed the dynamics of a church
or religious movement, Far from it. Religion can,
and must, be mapped on different grids 
- 
ideolo-
gical, social, and psychological. As the terrain
changes, so must the map. The historical/denomina-
tional belief map will always have an important
place. The "three faiths" map of Will Herberg
(Protestant-Catholic-Jew) was helpful in the 1950's
and 1960's, though less so now.
Martin Marty has recently drawn a map according
to patterns of social behavior associated with religion
rather than belief systems. He sees religion as "a
complex or nexus of hundreds of apparently trivial
behavior patterns, whose whole may be more
important to the faithful than are dogma or the
political experience of institutions" [,4 Nation of
Behavers (University of Chicago, 1976), p. 441. He
sees what people do (social behavior) as perhaps a
more important determinant of religious life than
what they believe or say they believe. His six
categories are: Mainline Religion, Evanglical and
Fundamentalist Religion, Pentecostal-Charismatic
Religion, the New Religions (esp. Eastern and
Occult), Ethnic Religions, and Civil Religion, These
patterns often cut across the grain of the o'three
faiths" map or the denominational map; the Charis-
matic Catholic, for example, may have more in
comlnon with the Protestant Charismaiic than with a
fellow Catholic.
One cannot come away from a book like this
without struggling, at least to some degree, with a
difficult question that goes much deeper than the
questions of taxonomy, historical influence, fine
points of theological controversy, and the like. As
the hard facts of this dizzying pluralism sink in * a
pluralism that is increasing rather than decreasing 
-there is the simple yet profounel question of "Why?"
How does one account for it? Or, perhaps more
importantly, how does one reconcile himself to it?
It is an especially troubling question for people
operating on the presuppositions of the American
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Restoration Movement 
- 
the presupposition, for
example, that the Bible consists of straight-forward
facts (truths) that every rational person should find
self-evident and indisputable and that, for this
reason, it is the only correct and workable basis for
unity. The philosophical base for this presupposition
was provided by Scottish "Common Sense"
Realism; to it was melded an inductive theological
method drawn largely from Baconian scientific
method [cf. J.S. Lamar, The Orgonon of Scripture:
Or, the Inductive Method of Biblicøl Interpretation
(1S60)1. This base undergirded much of nineteenth-
century Evanglicalism and, according to Marsden,
provided the underpinnings for Fundamentalism in
its clash with Darwinian science. From this perspec-
tive pluralism can only be explained as irrational,
rebellious, and sinful. The most common response in
actual fact seems to be that of naive amazement 
-
open-mouthed wonderment that all do not, cannot,
or will not see the Bible alike. Note this amazing yet
characteristic statement from a leading paper
(December, 1980) among Churches of Christ: "The
modern day telephone book must be understood
alike by everybody. If fifty thousand people all
understand it alike why can't fifty thousand
understand the Bible alike?" Such a statement, at the
very least, indicates the need for a lot more
struggling.
Beyond its obvious value as a reference work 
- 
a
value it will hold for a long time 
- 
Profiles in Belief
(esp. volumes three and four) can help force upon
one that badly needed sense of the finitude of all
human perception and the finality of one's
dependence upon God. Because it is part of the
nature of religious experience to see one's own
experience 
- 
and thus one's own grouping 
- 
as
superior to most if not all others, sectarianism will
always persist; it can however be tempered in an
individual's life as he looks beyond imperfect human
institutions to Christ, who alone is the perfect
embodiment of Truth. fimN
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